Solution overview

Self-service analytics
good. better. outperform.

The Internet has completely changed the
way that people deal with information. If
you need an answer to a question, you just
google it. Needless to say, you probably want
that same flexibility for your business analyses
as well. So get it with cubus outperform EV
Analytics – and say goodbye to rigid monthly
reports and predefined analysis paths:
n Select which data and form (e.g.
table, chart, map) you want to use for
your analysis – all with just a few
mouse clicks.
n Modern visualization possibilities
make differences in data stand out and
reports created with the information
design principles let you immediately
see what further action to take.
n Calculate further results or combine
data from various dimensions to gain
completely new insights.
n Get to the bottom of variances with
drill-down, drill-through and drill-across
functions.

The easy, intuitive way to analyze OLAP data
Companies today are collecting and producing more and more data. To help their business
users find and make good use of this information, many organizations use OLAP databases.
How well these users can tap OLAP’s potential, however, often depends on which tool
they use for analysis. If it is too complex, adoption tends to be low and any advantages fall
by the wayside. That’s why cubus outperform EV Analytics allows you to analyze your
business data from any desired angle – ad hoc, in real time and without support from your
IT department.
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cubus outperfom in action
How do companies use cubus outperform EV Analytics in day-to-day business? Here
are just a few examples:
Management dashboards: Compelling dashboards provide executives with the latest
insight into all important KPIs so that they can make fact-based decisions.
Real-time analytics: Business meetings take on a completely new dimension when
PowerPoint slides are connected to live data.
Business analytics: The financial controlling department always has the lastest
information at its fingertips and can provide senior executives with reliable information.
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Sales and marketing analysis: Sales and marketing directors always know which
products are selling best in which region, which marketing campaigns are the most
effective, and who are their best customers.
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